Apple Mobility Assessment

Apple Mobility
Assessment
Let our mobility experts
guide you and your team

PCM will give you a thoughtful examination of your business environment and then identify the right Apple and iOS
devices that are aimed to boost your business efficiency and overall success.

Security End-to-End

experience and knowledge

Apple devices and iOS are here to stay and we
have to engage these devices and users to be
secure and productive. As IT continues to innovate,
its complexity expands geometrically – ensuring
engagement and security around these end points is
critical to maintaining business productivity.

to streamline engagement,

Business Engaged

Within iOS, this is examined on several levels.
From system security and the managed system
software authorization, device and data encryption
and protection, application security and in-app
data protection – iOS views and manages data
security ate the device level with deep and wide
security standards. These principles are examined
in conjunction with enterprise security standards
to identify which levels of protection – as well as
additional protections – need to be leveraged
to ensure data at rest security standards for
the organization.

as you engage Apple iOS in
the enterprise. We have the

enhance productivity,
decrease IT involvement, and
maintain security.


With
a thorough and thoughtful examination of
the business environment – from business case
and use case to emerging technologies – the
assessment starts with what the user needs
and wants to do for the conduct of business.
Recognizing and engaging the business is crucial
to receive buy in for mobility as well as broad
support for any emerging needs.
Once these cases are identified, it is crucial to
determine which of these can be met with existing
technologies, which require changes to the
existing environment, and which will require new
solutions. With these key factors identified, we
can focus on which cases can be met – allowing
IT to show success rapidly. With successful
engagement, maintaining a growing mobile
environment gains the trust and support of the
end user.

Central to every IT organization is the critical
requirement to maintain security. Although this is
frequently segregated from the overall IT process,
with a focus on mobility and iOS, this becomes a
core principle of iOS.

Network Security from the iOS devices is easier
to identify and manage. Using robust and
secure industry standards for communications,
maintaining security for data-in-motion is a critical
aspect of enterprise data security. Identifying
existing security of these standards will be
examined in depth.

Unbeatable Credentials
An IT Support Specialist
is here to assist you.
Call today to learn more.

800-700-1000
www.PCM.com
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iOS securing business today, creating
a future of Success

PCM’s expert Xsan assessments focuses on iOS devices in the enterprise and addresses the implications of both personally owned as well as corporate devices as well as
their deployment and engagement practices.

Achieving Success

With long and deep relationships with Apple, the
EMM vendors, and additional mobile solutions,

Phase 1
The Business

PCM can provide a fully engaged solution
providing Application, Content, Device, and
Identity management features for iOS. Working

Phase 2

The Infrastructure

Phase 3

Custom Implementation

with existing infrastructure, we endeavor to
determine a solution for success – from the end
user to the security practices.

Phase 4

Policy & Governance

• Directory services

•	EMM Overview

•	Mobility & Corporate

•	Document initial

•	E-mail and internal
communications
• Security policies
•	Application packaging
and distribution
•	New hardware
deployments
•	Hardware return to
service workflows

•	Environmental Analysis

Security
•	Capabilities
•	Limitations
•	Risk Remediation

configuration
•	Document custom
scripts and packages
•	Coach and mentor IT
staff for ownership of
the solution
•	Test each piece and the
full workflows

Phase 5

Recommendations
•	Business Requirements

of Mobility
•	Environmental

Recommendations
•	EMM Recommendations
•	Additional Solution

Space

